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Avoco Secure is rated the BEST BUY Document Rights Management Software 
and is AWARDED 35 out of 35 Stars by SC Magazine. 

LONDON - 16/10/2008 – For the second time in a row Avoco’s secure2trust achieves 
an SC Magazine Best Buy rating in an extensive group test. The Best Buy award is 
given to products with outstanding performance across a broad range of criteria.  

“SC magazine picked upon a key point for document protection provided by 
secure2trust, namely the direct integration into user applications, making it easy for 
users to protect a document, making the product effective and effortless to users,” 
stated Gerry O’Brien, CEO of Avoco Secure, “ Importantly, SC Magazine also stated 
that they could not find anything negatives against secure2trust. This test result is 
reinforced by analyst comment that secure2trust can provide organisations with a 
level of protection for content that cannot be provided by other types of applications.” 

Avoco Secure products enable you to make paper work-flows, electronic; saving time 
and money, and meeting green and compliance requirements. These solutions are 
supplied to our customers, where security, legal enforceability, privacy and access 
control to information are paramount.  

“We are pleased to yet again obtain the top accolade in an important and well 
respected group comparison test.” said Susan Morrow, Director R&D, “This win was 
achieved prior to the release in the next few weeks of new and significant secure2trust 
product features. These will further extend Avoco’s lead in the document access 
control and content protection sector.” 

Avoco Secure products control who can access the content of documents or emails 
and what they can do with that content after access has been allowed. Avoco products 
use an individual’s (or groups) identity and other forms of authentication, to apply 
security policies to control content access and use, or to digitally sign that content. It 
does this by encrypting the content, authenticating the users and controlling what they 
can do with that content.  

secure2trust’s extensive and unique access controls are also able to extend 
Microsoft® Active Directory Rights Management document controls.  

In addition with Avoco Secure’s products Word and Excel documents, can be 
digitally signed and time stamped, meeting the highest levels of legal enforceability, 
enabling banks to use Microsoft® Office for ecommerce.  

Avoco Secure is an innovation company whose areas of focus are applications for 
security, information assurance and privacy, which enable end-to-end trust and 
securing information in the environment beyond. 
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